
Original Work proposal

“Don’t restrict yourself, “ “Think outside the box.” These were the quotes which I heard

pertaining to this assignment. My project for this year fits these quotes. There is an ongoing

problem. Kids in third world countries do not have time or access to education, sports, or any

creative outlet. There are too many issues to worry about like hunger, shelter, and money to

survive. After hearing Ms. Banda, my mentor for this year, talk about this issue, it opened my

eyes up to a new perspective I’ve never heard of before. Ms. Banda is an amazing person. She

is a college professor who’s ultimate goal is to be happy. She has adopted kids from all around

the world and raised them while giving them a bright future. She had told me about her project

for going to Africa and I was astounded. I wanted to be a part of it. Her project is creating

facilities for children who lack education, sports, fine arts, and possibly a place to live. Ms.

Banda has a story and I want to reveal that story to the world. I reached out to her and we are

working on a documentary to capture this project and the meaning behind it. While my project is

mainly focused on the cinematography side of this project, I am slowly leaning towards actually

being a part of this project. I want to truly understand the behind the scenes of the creation of a

non-profit, what it takes to register a building and buy land, and how to execute a 3 year long

project. So while my original work right now is creating a documentary for this process, it may

alter as I want to also learn and be a part of this project.

The upside of this project is that it is taking my passion for film to the next level. I will be

conducting quick interviews, immense broll, and cinematographic coverage of a setting. The

only con for this project is obviously it won’t be 100% done by the time of my original work or

final product. This is a long project and I plan to stick with it to the end. This brings me to my

point of Original Work.  The intended first date to travel has been moved to Spring Break as

tickets will be less expensive, and because government offices are closed during winter break.

For my original work I want to create a trailer with the clips I would have filmed to “hype” up this

journey. I want to document what all Ms. Banda has told me. What she has told me is truly



inspirational and will define inspiration for generations to come. It is so profound that I can’t

convey it in words. I want to get an visual interview of Ms. Banda before we travel talking about

why, how, and what we will be doing. Additionally, I will document myself and my thoughts on

the project and anyone else involved. When the time for the final product comes I will have clips

from Africa itself and the product will be more in depth.


